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of smooth muscle cells that surround these vessel sections in a single-layered and intermittent manner. This 

is referred to as spontaneous autorhythmic vasomotion, the most important localized regulation mechanism 

of organ perfusion because it is responsible for determining the segregation phenomena of the plasma-blood 

cell mixture. This local mechanism has therefore the deciding influence on the distribution of the plasma-

blood cell mixture in the capillary networks (cf. Fig. 7). This mechanism is so effective that even central 

neural and hormonal influences on the large caliber arterioles can often under certain circumstances be 

overridden or compensated for. Explanation of the spontaneous autorhythmic vasomotion lies with the 

smooth muscle cells that phylogenetically belong to the oldest cells of the human organism and have 

conserved the characteristic of independent contraction in response to a physical stimulus. This capacity 

has been lost by other cells over the course of evolution.  

 

The periodicity of vasomotion in the large caliber arterioles and the spontaneous autorhythmic 

vasomotion of the small caliber arterioles have differing biorhythms yet are in close physical proximity (cf. 

Fig. 1).  From intravital microscopic observations under physiological flow conditions approximately 1 to 

5 (median 3) vessel wall oscillations per minute can be discerned.  Under illness conditions (e.g., an older 

patient with diabetic insufficiencies) oscillatory movements of the small caliber vessel wall are only 

discernible at greater intervals of multiple minutes coupled with reduced amplitudes. From these 

observations distribution disturbances of the plasma-blood cell mixture in the downstream capillary 

network are detected with the known effects of material exchange and immune reactions. 

 

The mechanism by which the synchronization of the various biorhythms in the large- and small-caliber 

arterioles takes place is under current investigation. What is known is that this occurs under physiological 

flow conditions, and mainly under acute stress. The effect of an acute stress-mediated narrowing of the 

large caliber arteriole on the material exchange can be compensated for by an elevated frequency of the 

spontaneous vasomotion of the small caliber arterioles. This is not the case under chronic stress conditions. 

Under long-term stressor influences it is understood that the spontaneous autorhythmic vasomotion of 

continually narrowed large caliber arterioles can no longer sufficiently equalize the distribution of the blood 

in the capillary networks and sometimes reacts in an opposing manner. The consequences span from 

limitations of material exchange, functional reduction of support to the tissues, and cellular damage 

(necrosis, ulcerations) to cell death. 

 

The spontaneous periodicities are initiated by the shear stress-dependent, endothelium-mediated 

arteriolar tone regulation. The state of contraction of the vessel wall smooth muscles is influenced by the 

released, highly diffusive Nitric Oxide (NO) that is formed in the endothelium (cf. Fig. 4). The endothelium 

is the central modulator of vascular functions. The endothelial lumen surface influencing shear stress # 

releases a molecular enzymatic mechanism in the endothelial cells. This enables NO to have a relaxing 

effect on the smooth muscle cells from the activation of the soluble guanylyl cyclase. 

 

Several therapeutic options are currently available for the treatment of vasomotor dysfunction. In the 

area of large caliber arterioles (with corresponding receptor stock) a successful medication-based treatment 

is possible (e.g., beta-receptor blockers). This achieves not only a diameter change of the arteriolar section 

with a corresponding effect on the pressure gradient and the distribution state of the blood, but also 

influences the related reduction of the peripheral flow resistance of the systemic blood pressure. A 

medication-based influence on the spontaneous autorhythmic vasomotion is not possible, because of the 

absence of corresponding receptors. A directed influence on the autorhythmic vasomotion periodicity is 

clearly only possible from an inherent natural stimulation by a corresponding physical stimulus. This is 

supported by more precise knowledge of the oscillation behavior of the small caliber arteriole vessel walls. 

 

Figure 11 shows measurement results of the flow stream of small caliber arterioles with an extreme, 

high-resolution research method (measurement data collected at 20 ms intervals). The periodicity of stream 

flow QRBC is an expression of the oscillation behavior of the vessel wall, for which the contraction behavior 
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these considerations was the analysis of the oscillation behavior of the small caliber vessel wall under 

physiological and pathological conditions (cf. Figs. 11, 12, 13). 

 

The complexity of the physiological regulation processes in the small caliber arteriolar sections and the 

molecular-biological processes in the context of this treatise could only be discussed on a basic level. It 

could not be anticipated a priori that causal therapeutic effects through such a physical stimulation were 

achievable, but rather in the best case scenario an adjunctive treatment therapy would be discovered. 

 

As carrier wave of a suitable stimulation signal both elastomechanical and electromagnetic waves were 

considered of which the electromagnetic wave ultimately prevailed. 

 

Natural conditions were of significant importance for the establishment of the energy contributions that 

are transferred through the physical stimulation signal (transfer of much lower energy contributions from 

the shear stress-dependent, endothelial-mediated tone regulation of the small caliber arterioles). Very small 

energy contributions are sufficient for the endogenous regulation from the shear stress of flowing blood on 

the lumen side of endothelial surfaces and to provide the endothelial bio-catalytic converters (enzymes) the 

necessary activation energy for the molecular-biological processes to be lowered for the regulation to take 

place under physiological flow conditions. An effective physical stimulus of electro-magnetic flux density 

of ~100 µTesla was deemed sufficient. 

 

The establishment of the appropriate signal configuration was determined by the results of the 

oscillation analyses of the natural physiological oscillation behavior of the arteriolar wall.  With the help of 

an electromagnetic field as an energy carrier to the tissues the physical stimulus of the amplitude-, 

frequency-, and phase-modulated complex signal (composed of the sinusoidal harmonics) is transported in 

a specified frequency window of approximately 5 to 40 Hz. 

 

As part of a placebo-controlled study of a biometrically defined sample of middle-aged male subjects 

exposed to mild chronic stress and mixed infections the representative characteristics of microcirculation 

in the abdominal subcutis were measured by way of high-resolution investigative methods after application 

of different electromagnetic alternating fields of the same flux densities and research conditions (Klopp et 

al. 2013d). As the imaging measurement method a laser Doppler vital-microscopic unit was used in a 

combined incident-transmitted light method with secondary computer-based image processing.  

 

Measured values collected were: a) number of blood cell-perfused nodes in a defined tissue volume 

unit nNP (as measure of the state of distribution of the plasma-blood cell mixture of the microvascular 

network); b) venular oxygen saturation "pO2; and, c) area under the envelope of the amplitude-frequency 

spectrum of the spontaneous arteriolar vasomotion AVM. For the statistical analysis of the measured data 

the Wilcoxon rank sum test at the significance level * = 0.05 was used.  

 

The test equipment used was TD1: placebo-device, TD2-TD6: devices to elicit electromagnetic 

alternating fields of simple square-, triangular-, sawtooth-, sinusoidal- and amplitude-modulated sinusoidal 

oscillations, and TD7: device with amplitude-, frequency- and phase-modulated signal in accordance with 

physiological oscillatory behavior of small caliber vessel walls, a biorhythmically defined stimulation 

signal). 

 

The treatments were administered under defined conditions in a 3-day interval twice daily for 10 

minutes at 2-hour intervals.  The measurement times of the daily data collection were: D0 - determination 

of initial values one day prior to start of study; D1, D2, D3 - immediately after the 2nd treatment of the 

corresponding day; D4 - determining the decline of characteristic changes after the end of treatments. 

Figures 15, 16 and 17 depict the obtained data.  
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The planimetric investigation of the wound surface resulted in significant value differences between 

samples.  On D27 the wound surface of the control group patients had shrunk by ~ 41% while the patients 

in the test group shrunk by ~ 64%.  The obtained measurement data support an adjuvant application of a 

biorhythmically defined physical stimulus for optimal therapeutic treatment of material exchange under 

inadequate perfusion regulation and also for promising supplementation of prophylactic measures. These 

achieved research results and others (Klopp et al. 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 2014; 2016) can be considered 

encouraging for the conduct of further investigations in this field.  
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